SMART HANGERS
The technology behind my picture hanging system is incredibly effective, yet very simple in design.
My goal was to create a picture hanging solution that would allow me to hang pictures with pinpoint accuracy, eliminate all the
measuring and have my pictures hang perfectly level forever.
I accomplished these goals by designing Smart Hangers that have either a snap-on/snap-off reusable marking tab or with a
break-away marking tab. Both designs mark the exact location for where you install the fasteners in the wall. This eliminates all the
guesswork.

Due to this technology or design, it allows you to attach two Smart Hangers randomly. That’s right, they do not have to be attached
in perfect alignment. If one Smart Hanger is higher or lower than the other one, no problem, your pictures will always hang
perfectly level.
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On top of that, my Smart Hangers can also be twisted off parallel, with the top edge of the picture frame, by up to 15° and your
picture will still hang perfectly level forever.
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This has to do with the design of the arc on my Smart Hangers, which is the sweet spot where it hangs on the fastener. It has a
circular shape with a matching radius to the spike. This compensates for when the Smart Hangers are not attached perfectly
parallel with the top edge of the frame. This is why we say, “Attach two Smart Hangers randomly”, because you do not need to
worry about getting them equally positioned or parallel.
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My Smart Hangers eliminates all the hassles and frustrations commonly associate with hanging pictures, especially when you are
hanging a wall collage of pictures. As the mascot on my packaging says, “It’s Goof Proof” and it truly is. You literally can’t mess this
up. It’s fun, fast and easy-to-use.
My newest Smart Hangers now come with another added benefit. They have the CornerLock feature. With this feature, you can
attach them by installing one screw in the top rung and one in the side rung. This allows you to lock the corners (or miter joints)
securely together. It’s an added security feature that you will love, knowing you have secured the corners together, especially
important when hanging heavier items.
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You have the option of attaching 2 Smart
Hangers to the top rung using the top screw
holes or attach them in the CornerLock position. Your choice.
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My Smart Hangers hang weights up to 150 lbs (see next page for all weight limits). They work on frames as narrow as 3/8” up to the
widest frames available. Another option is to attach two Smart Hangers to the two bottom corners of your frame. Besides locking
them together, they will function as spacers, so your pictures will hang a very small neat distance out away from the wall, top to
bottom. This small amount of air space eliminates the potential for moisture to form behind your pictures, especially in colder
climates. This helps to preserve your pictures.
Smart Hangers

Plated in either Clear High Gloss Zinc
or Black High Gloss Nickel finishes.
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ZINC HORIZONTAL SMART HANGERS
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All three horizontal Smart Hanger designs work on all sizes
of picture frames as narrow as 3/8” wide and wider. Metal
Frame Smart Hangers work on all metal frames with a
No. 11 channel, which represents approximately 90+% of
all metal frames sold in the USA.
The following are the recommended weight limits for each
Smart Hanger:
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1 Up to 75 lbs.

(using two Smart Hangers)

2 Up to 125 lbs.

(using two Smart Hangers)

3 Up to 150 lbs.

(using two Smart Hangers)

4 Up to 60 lbs.

(using two Smart Hangers)

STEEL HORIZONTAL SMART HANGERS
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1.900”

STEEL SMART HANGERS
For METAL FRAMES
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EASY INSTALLATION
Drop in, align with top rail edge &
tighten screws

SNAP-ON/
SNAP-OFF
REUSABLE
MARKING
TAB
Note: All designs shown are Patent protected

